Act on road danger
2021 PCC candidates manifesto checklist

PCC candidates should commit to:

**Prioritise road danger**
1. Adopt a road danger reduction approach to Vision Zero
2. Prioritise offences that pose harm to others, including careless and dangerous driving
3. Support road crime teams
4. Treat road crime as real crime
5. Support tougher sanctions

**Tackle speeding**
1. Increase speed enforcement
2. Support Community Speed Watch
3. Increase share of 20mph enforcement and support 20mph limits

**Transparency and Accountability**
1. Publish enforcement activity statistics
2. Publish a roads policing strategy/plan
3. Publish collision investigation outcomes
4. Commit to evaluation and scrutiny

**Working with the Community**
1. Promote third party reporting and Community Speed Watch
2. Establish Independent Roads Policing Advisory Groups
3. Fund community efforts
4. Adopt best practice standards

**Improving the post-crash response**
1. Support and survey crash victims
2. Ensure thorough investigations
3. Review ‘No Further Action’ injury investigations
4. Report the number of road crime victims
5. Treat crash victims as victims of crime until the contrary is proven